A computational problem fed into a gate-model quantum computer identifies an objective function with a particular computational pathway (objective function connectivity). The solution of the computational problem involves identifying a target objective function value that is the subject to be reached. A bottleneck in a gate-model quantum computer is the requirement of several rounds of quantum state preparations, high-cost run sequences, and multiple rounds of measurements to determine a target (optimal) state of the quantum computer that achieves the target objective function value. Here, we define a method for optimal quantum state determination and computational path evaluation for gate-model quantum computers. We prove a state determination method that finds a target system state for a quantum computer at a given target objective function value. The computational pathway evaluation procedure sets the connectivity of the objective function in the target system state on a fixed hardware architecture of the quantum computer. The proposed solution evolves the target system state without requiring the preparation of intermediate states between the initial and target states of the quantum computer. Our method avoids high-cost system state preparations and expensive running procedures and measurement apparatuses in gate-model quantum computers. The results are convenient for gate-model quantum computations and the near-term quantum devices of the quantum Internet.
A Appendix
where P i is a generalized Pauli operator formulated by a tensor product of Pauli operators {X,Y, Z}, while θ i is referred to as the gate parameter associated to U i (θ i ).
| θ
System state of the quantum computer,
θ Gate parameter vector, a collection of gate parameters of the L unitaries, θ = θ L , θ L−1 , . . . , θ 1 .
C (z)
Objective function of a computational problem fed into the quantum computer. It identifies the computational pathway (connectivity of the objective function as) C (z) = ∑ i j∈QG C i j (z), where C i j (z) is evaluated between quantum states i j in the QG structure of the gate-model quantum computer.
| θ 0 Initial system state of the quantum computer.
| θ * Target system state of the quantum computer subject to be determined that achieves f * ( θ ).
χ Vector of regression coefficients.
θ 0 Collection of gate parameters in the | θ 0 initial system state.
θ * Collection of gate parameters in the | θ * target system state. κ Vector of initial s i, j edges in the G connectivity graph.
Ω
Vector of the actual C s i, j (z) objective function values, associated to the s i, j edges in the G connectivity graph.
κ i An i-th element of κ. ϒ 0 Initial element in X .
ϒ i
Training data in X .
ζ Terms independent of ϒ * .
i Parameter, i = ∑ n k=1 β k α k i , where n is associated to the projection P (τ 0 ).
Distance function associated to an i-th iteration step. 
